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IN AGGREGATE S&P 500 COMPANIES HAVE $2 TRILLION OF CASH  

At the beginning of the pandemic, cash 
was considered king for corporations as 
they shored up liquidity to weather the 
storm associated with shutter ing the 
economy. The stockpile has now 
reached $2 trillion as of the end of 
October, with cash spending still 
subdued. The pick-up in M&A activity 
suggests companies are looking to 
acquire, but we are also beginning to see 
dividend increases again. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

SECOND CONSECUTIVE MONTH WITH NO DIVIDEND CUTS OR SUSPENSIONS 

At the start of the pandemic, the outlook 
for dividends seemed dire as a fair 
amount of companies either cut or 
suspended their programs. However, 
there has been a slow but notable 
improvement in the past few months as 
negative dividend actions came to a 
standstill. October evidenced 29 positive 
dividend actions (27 increases and 2 
initiations) and zero cuts or suspensions. 
This is an encouraging development as 
companies look for opportunities to 
deploy their cash in constructive 
manners. 
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67% OF THE INDEX YIELDS MORE THAN 10-YEAR TREASURIES 

As a result of the Fed’s mission for easy 
monetary conditions to support growth, 
suppressed yields have led to almost two-
thirds of the S&P 500 yielding more than 
the U.S. 10-year Treasury yield. If yields 
continue to remain lower for longer as the 
Fed intends, a time may soon come where 
investors will need to embrace that there 
may be no alternative and reach for yield 
within the equity space. 

 

   
   

 

 

 
 

  

 
DIVIDEND ARISTOCRATS HAVE BEEN UNDERPERFORMERS 
 
The underperformance of the dividend 
aristocrats started before the Pandemic 
itself but accelerated when the economy 
shut down. Since April, performance 
has been choppy, but it appears the 
worst may be behind these companies 
for now. Perhaps some of the choppy 
performance could be related to the 
prospects of a Democratic sweep, which 
may ultimately result in a higher 
dividend tax rate. With short-end rates 
anchored, for the time being, these 
companies may be attractive currently. 
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APPENDIX – IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES  
This communication was prepared by Strategas Securities, LLC (“we” or “us”). Recipients of this communication may not 
distribute it to others without our express prior consent. This communication is provided for informational purposes only 
and is not an offer, recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any security. This communication does not constitute, 
nor should it be regarded as, investment research or a research report or securities recommendation and it does not 
provide information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment decision. This is not a complete analysis of 
every material fact regarding any company, industry or security. Additional analysis would be required to make an 
investment decision. This communication is not based on the investment objectives, strategies, goals, financial 
circumstances, needs or risk tolerance of any particular client and is not presented as suitable to any other particular 
client; therefore, this communication should be treated as impersonal investment advice. The intended recipients of this 
communication are presumed to be capable of conducting their own analysis, risk evaluation, and decision-making 
regarding their investments.  
 
For investors subject to MiFID II (European Directive 2014/65/EU and related Delegated Directives): We classify the 
intended recipients of this communication as “professional clients” or “eligible counterparties” with the meaning of MiFID 
II and the rules of the UK Financial Conduct Authority. The contents of this report are not provided on an independent 
basis and are not “investment advice” or “personal recommendations” within the meaning of MiFID II and the rules of the 
UK Financial Conduct Authority. The information in this communication has been obtained from sources we consider to 
be reliable, but we cannot guarantee its accuracy.  
 
The information is current only as of the date of this communication and we do not undertake to update or revise such 
information following such date. To the extent that any securities or their issuers are included in this communication, we 
do not undertake to provide any information about such securities or their issuers in the future. We do not follow, cover or 
provide any fundamental or technical analyses, investment ratings, price targets, financial models or other guidance on 
any particular securities or companies. Further, to the extent that any securities or their issuers are included in this 
communication, each person responsible for the content included in this communication certifies that any views expressed 
with respect to such securities or their issuers accurately reflect his or her personal views about the same and that no 
part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views 
contained in this communication. This communication is provided on a “where is, as is” basis, and we expressly disclaim 
any liability for any losses or other consequences of any person’s use of or reliance on the information contained in this 
communication.  
 
Strategas Securities, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and FINRA member firm, as well as an SEC-registered investment 
adviser. It is affiliated with Strategas Asset Management, LLC, an SEC-registered investment adviser. Strategas 
Securities, LLC is also affiliated with Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated (“Baird”), a broker-dealer and FINRA member 
firm, although the two firms conduct separate and distinct businesses.  
 
A complete listing of all applicable disclosures pertaining to Baird with respect to any individual companies mentioned in 
this communication can be accessed at http://www.rwbaird.com/research-insights/research/coverage/third-
partyresearch-disclosures.aspx. You can also call 1-800-792-2473 or write: Robert W. Baird & Co., PWM Research & 
Analytics, 777 E. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53202. 


